Flashback of Coalition Era; Oath on June 9th

Bihar said the situation in the state has denied a caste symbol for the JD(U) to contest assembly elections this year. "The party is keen on portfolios such as railways, heavy industries, and a resolution should be found," he said.

Further, he also said the JD(U) is not interested in portfolios like railways, rural development, transport and highways. The Narendra Modi government this time will not be formed on the basis of any political parties and different sections, and a resolution should be found," he said.

Nishit bats on INDIA’s poll pitch

SARABJIT SHOOTS GOLD AT MUNICH WORLD CUP
11 SPORTS

Probe ‘fake’ exit polls for stock market spurt: Rahul

Pioneer News Service / NEW DELHI

A blow to the huge electoral gains in the West Bengal election result, the Jharkhand election result and this election result in which the NDA had won 34 seats as against the 12 seats won by the TMC, and the exit polls were wrong. "We are not the JP on the biggest exit polls," he said.
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Two lovers, both married, fell in love with each other against their will. Both the victims lived in the same locality and allegedly jumped into a river within 15 minutes of each other. The bodies were recovered by police the next day and both were identified as Govind Kandap (45) and Vandana Kaushal (40), both residents of Baghpat district in Uttar Pradesh. Police in Baghpat received the information about the bodies and registered an FIR under Sections 304B (causing death by negligence) of the Indian Penal Code. The police report said that Raju and Vandana had met one another in a shop and fell in love. They had also started talking to each other. One evening while returning home, Raju and Vandana also used to sit in the shop. Soon, Vandana and Govind became close. No one knew they had fallen in love. The stories of their lives changed drastically after that. Raju's wife and Vandana started meeting in the shop after Raju's wife had gone to work. Govind was also aware of this. Both Raju and Vandana decided to end their lives after falling in love with each other.

CITIZENSHIP

Dr Surya Kant from ICIMR research panel

Bihar-based gangster killed in Muzaffarnagar

A Bihar-based gangster who was wanted in several cases of murder, attempted murder, and theft in Muzaffarnagar district, has been killed in an encounter between an interdicted Yoddha of the Special Police Force and gangster in Muzaffarnagar district on Wednesday. The incident took place during an encounter between the Yoddhas of the Special Police Force and Gangster, Ali, who was wanted in a case of murder in Muzaffarnagar district.

India Express, Saudia Airlines, and Air India have inaugurated the new T3 terminal of the domestic operations to T3 international operations at the domestic operations to T3 international operations. The terminal is designed to provide a seamless experience to flyers, with check-in counters, common luggage drop, automated baggage bagging machines, biometric gates, and parking bays for all the aircraft. The operations of international flights to T3 terminal have been inaugurated before the Vaishali Dham, which is located in Vaishali, Lucknow. It has been inaugurated to provide a better experience to flyers, with check-in counters, common luggage drop, automated baggage bagging machines, biometric gates, and parking bays for all the aircraft. The terminal is designed to provide a seamless experience to flyers, with check-in counters, common luggage drop, automated baggage bagging machines, biometric gates, and parking bays for all the aircraft.
Thundershock, rain bring relief … along with power woes

Yogi asks UPSRT to check road accidents

CM holds Janata Darshan

CM for speedy trial of crime against women and children

Waste Management

Groundwater depleting at alarming rate

Neglect of party workers behind BJP’s loss in UP

Groundwater depleting at alarming rate

High velocity winds accompanied

Admitting that there was no cap on the number of parts to be extracted, the chief minister clarified that the problem is compounded by illegal extraction which is rising at a higher rate during the rainy season. He instructed the Finance

Additional Chief Secretary to the Government of Uttar Pradesh, Mr. Shambhu Prasad Mandal, visited Lucknow to review the situation on Thursday. He also called for the timely preparation of schemes to the extent of sanctioned funds.

The chief minister high-

Additionally, Chief Secretary to the Government of Uttar Pradesh, Mr. Shambhu Prasad Mandal, visited Lucknow to review the situation on Thursday.

Eventually the chief minister

Yogi asks UPSRT to check road accidents

A Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath removed the Chief District Management officer of Lucknow, Mr. Suresh Thakur, and instructed the officials to resolve these issues immediately, relating that the public is a top priority for the government.

Neglect of party workers behind BJP’s loss in UP

Sudhir Prasad, the national president of the BJP in Uttar Pradesh, feels that the notable neglect of party workers is likely to cost the party dearly during the elections, leading to the ruling party’s downfall.

Despite this, she noted that the ruling party is still able to seek the support of local leaders. "There is a high chance that the Congress will not be able to pull together the states of the alliance and will face a setback," she added.

She also highlighted the significance of the role played by local leaders in the upcoming elections. "Local leaders play a crucial role in ensuring victory," she said.

The Congress is likely to face a tough time in the upcoming elections, with the party's performance in the recent bypolls in Ayodhya being a stark reminder. The party's defeat in Ayodhya is a "major setback," she added.

"The Congress has not been able to effectively communicate its message to the masses," she said, highlighting the party's lack of a clear strategy and leadership.

The congress's leader in the state, Randeep Singh Surjewala, also echoed these sentiments. "The Congress is facing a battle against itself," he said.

He added that the party's failure to address the concerns of the masses and its inability to present a strong alternative have contributed to its downfall.

As per the data released by the Lucknow District Electricity Board, the power supply to the city was restored at 10 am. We have recovered four hours until power supply to the city was restored at 10 am. We have recovered four hours until power supply to the city was restored at 10 am.

Thundershock, rain bring relief

with the city and within the district. The minister also said that the government is working towards the development of the city and the district.

In the city, he said, the people were busy after the heavy rain came to the city. The main concerns are the power supply and water supply. Yogi has directed officials to work at the depot and to ensure that the supply is restored soon.

While the municipal corporation has issued a letter to all nodal officers outlining the procedure, the nodal officers have also issued a letter to all workers of the Lucknow Nagar Nigam.

In his first meeting with the Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, the Chief Secretary of the Lucknow District, Mr. Brijesh Shankar, highlighted the high velocity winds accompanied by lightening which have caused widespread damage.

The city received 18.2 mm rainfall till 8.00 am. The heavy rain started on Wednesday night and continued till Thursday morning.

The heavy rain in the city has caused damage to roads and infrastructure. The United Indian party's leader in Ayodhya, Mr. Arun Tiwari, highlighted the party's setback.

Revenue

The revenue department in Lucknow has not been able to recover funds from the department, which has led to a deficit in the department's budget.

The city has been hit by a major setback after the Congress party's defeat in the recent bypolls in Ayodhya. The Congress has been a major beneficiary of the Union government's schemes in the state, and the party's setback has raised concerns about its future in the state.
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Level Crossing Awareness Day observed

The National Sugar Institute (NSI), Varanasi, observed National Level Crossing Awareness Day with the objective of creating awareness among the public about the safety measures to be followed while crossing level crossings in the vicinity of the National Highway – 34, near the new railway station of the proposed Varanasi Metro project. The event was organized in association with the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kanpur and Karam Safety Pvt. Ltd.

The programme was inaugurated by Dr. Rajesh Shukla, Professor of Agriculture at the National Sugar Institute, Varanasi.

"It is very important to create awareness among the general public about the safety measures to be followed while crossing level crossings in the vicinity of the National Highway – 34," Dr. Shukla said.

He highlighted the importance of following safety measures while crossing level crossings and emphasized the need for raising awareness among the public.

The programme began with a lecture on the importance of following safety measures while crossing level crossings. Several motivational talks were also delivered by experts from various fields.

A special exhibition was also organized to showcase various safety measures and equipment used in level crossings.

The day concluded with a quiz competition, in which participants were tested on their knowledge of safety measures and precautions to be followed while crossing level crossings.

The event was attended by a large number of participants and received positive feedback. The authorities emphasized the importance of continuous efforts to raise awareness among the public about the safety measures to be followed while crossing level crossings.

The event was actively participated by students, faculty members, and members of the general public. Several awareness posters and pamphlets were distributed among the participants to promote safety measures while crossing level crossings.

The authorities expressed their gratitude to all the participants for their active participation and urged them to continue their efforts to raise awareness among the public about the safety measures to be followed while crossing level crossings.
India wants to invite top leaders on Modi’s oath ceremony

Conrad Sangma in his capacity as Meghalaya Chief Minister addressed Priyanka Gandhi Vadra on Thursday via a post on social media platform X, saying a gap exists between the country of saving the environment and the country of saving the people. He cited above. Maldives President Mohammad MuizzuddinNAS said on Wednesday that the Maldives will consider ties with Sri Lanka when 267 members of Lok Sabha, while eight others represented dependent territories. The Samajwadi Party clinched 11 seats, and independent candidates won 35 seats. The analysis also highlights disparities within the Indian political landscape, with different states having varying levels of corruption and public interest. The analysis also shows a correlation between wealth and political influence, with candidates from wealthier backgrounds more likely to win elections. The conclusions of the study are based on a comprehensive analysis of the 2024 Lok Sabha elections in India, providing valuable insights into the political dynamics and socio-economic factors shaping Indian politics.
India's green power policies face some of age
India emerged as the third largest solar power generator in 2023, thanks to its ambitious policies and regulations.
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T he NDA-led by PM Narendra Modi has a strong majority in the general election and it is a function of the deep-rooted democratic legitimacy when a leader or political party commands mandates. For record's sake, Pratap Sarangi and Sunil Deodhar have even suggested that the NDA government needs a third or fourth term to address the challenges that the country faces. While the West has already been talking about the prospects of a Modi 3.0 government, this victory is in tune with the focus on how the country needs to move forward from Modi 3.0 because this term is going to define the legacy of PM Modi. The NDA-led government has to make an interesting calculus in its third term. It is a tough call in the current political climate, where serious political discourse has diminished. The Congress and National leaders should understand that they will not find a place in the current political setup. This is a phenomenon that has been witnessed in South Asia and in the world. It is also a function of how politics is becoming more of an industry in the country. It is an industry that is dominated by numbers and not by the quality of ideas. If there is any chance of a political party taking a lead in the current political climate, it might be the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and it’s a function of the mood of the country.

The NDA government must be cautious about the third term. TheBJP and its allies should be careful about what they do next in the third term. They need to focus on the real challenges that the country faces and the solutions that are required.
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Prime Minister for the third time, the Congress will be scrapped and reservation ended. Ahead of Assembly elections due in October, Saini said that BJP workers will now reach out to the SC/ST community and ensure they come out in full strength.

Saini also said that in eight years of ruling the state, the Congress government never went against the SC/ST reservation policy and therefore, such a decision was necessary, the KPCC president added.

On Congress leader Bhupinder Singh Hooda’s demand to step down from the post of Chief Minister, Saini said, “We hold a majoritarian view and there is no place for democracy as it is present in the Congress. The former Chief Minister’s resignation has been accepted by the party high command and will be inducted in the Lok Sabha from the Haryana seat.”

On Congress President Rahul Gandhi’s decision to step down from the post of Congress president, Saini said that the Congress Central Working Committee on Monday unanimously decided to accept the resignation of Rahul Gandhi and appoint him as a member of the central parliamentary board of the Congress without any portfolio.

On January 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House had rejected the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On February 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On March 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On March 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On April 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On May 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On June 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On July 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On August 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On September 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On October 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On November 13, on the floor of Parliament, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

On December 13, on the floor of the Lok Sabha, the House accepted the no-confidence motion against Prime Minister Narendra Modi and his government on Wednesday under Article 109 of the Constitution. The no-confidence motion was moved by Congress veteran Mallikarjun Kharge. After a lengthy debate of several hours, the government won the vote and the NDA government completed its first session without being toppled.

BJP’s Billaband

The Congress is considering a three-step plan to ensure the maximum possible loss of ground for the government in the upcoming Lok Sabha elections. The first step involves ensuring a maximum of 28 seats to the Congress in the 2024 Lok Sabha elections. The second step involves ensuring a maximum of 37 seats to the Congress in the 2024 Lok Sabha elections. The third step involves ensuring a maximum of 45 seats to the Congress in the 2024 Lok Sabha elections.
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Houthi rebels unleash solid-fuel 'Palmite' missiles

Dubai (AFP) — Yemeni Houthi rebels have unveiled a new, larger version of their controversial ‘Palmite’ missiles that marks a significant milestone in the group’s weapons development, according to a military analyst.

The new missiles, said to be larger than the previous version, are expected to provide the rebels with an improved range and payload capacity, further enhancing their capabilities against targets in Saudi Arabia and other parts of the region.

The launch took place on Wednesday as the conflict in Yemen continues to spiral, with both sides vying for military advantage.

It is the first time since the conflict began in 2015 that the rebels have unveiled a new type of missile, indicating a shift in their tactics as they seek to maintain the upper hand.

The rebels have been using solid-fuel missiles in recent months, which allow for faster and more accurate delivery of explosives.

The ‘Palmite’ missile is named after the country’s capital, Sanaa, and is believed to be one of the most advanced weapons in the rebels’ arsenal.

In recent years, the group has relied heavily on its advanced weaponry to counter the Saudi-led coalition’s air campaign, which has been ongoing since March 2015.

The coalition, comprised of Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and other regional states, has been bombing Houthi positions in Yemen in an attempt to roll back the group’s territorial gains.

The new missile is expected to add another layer of complexity to the already tense regional dynamics, as it could potentially target a wider range of targets.

The launch comes amid reports that the rebels are increasingly relying on their own capabilities to strike back against the coalition, which is facing mounting criticism over its use of force.

The use of solid-fuel missiles is seen as a way to counter the coalition’s technological edge, as they are difficult for the coalition’s air defenses to intercept.

The new ‘Palmite’ missile is expected to further escalate the conflict, as both sides continue to seek an upper hand in the ongoing battle for Yemen.

The launch is part of a broader effort by the rebels to maintain their military footprint in the region, as they continue to challenge the coalition’s dominance.

The ongoing conflict has resulted in the displacement of millions of people, with the United Nations estimating that over 20 million Yemenis are in need of humanitarian aid.

The situation is further complicated by the presence of Iranian-backed Houthi rebels, who have been fighting with the government forces on the ground.

The rebels have been targeting military and civilian targets, including public buildings, hospitals, and schools, with their powerful weaponry.

The new missile is expected to further complicate the conflict, as it could potentially escalate tensions and lead to a further militarization of the region.

The launch is part of a broader strategy by the rebels to maintain their momentum and challenge the coalition’s hold on Yemen.

The new missile is expected to further reflect the rebels’ advanced military capabilities, which have been increasingly recognized by regional and international actors.
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Stock markets extend rally to second day on easing political worries

PTI | NEW DELHI

The benchmark indices for the second straight day on Thursday as stock markers extended a 450-460 point rally on hopes of easing political tensions, continuing flow of foreign institutional money and firming in global markets. The Sensex gained by 393.66 points to 37,114.76 and the Nifty rose by 112 points to 11,524.20. The rupee rallied against the dollar. The stock rallies for the second consecutive day as hopes of political normalcy despite theajs in the political tussle over the Lok Sabha elections have taken the steam out of a recovery in risky assets.

Rupae falls by 5 paise to 83.49 against US dollar

PTI | NEW DELHI

The rupee depreciated 5 paise to 83.49 against the US dollar in the interbank foreign exchange market on Thursday on the back of strong demand for dollar to purchase crude oil prices.

The rupee closed at 83.44 against the US dollar on Wednesday.

The indices across the board ended with gains. Intra-day, it rallied to a high of 83.41 and fell to a low of 83.49.

Over 23 billion of sustainable infra projects identified

As many as 48 sustainable infra projects worth over USD 21 billion have been identified at the Indi-Pacific Infrastructure Forum (IPF) to be launched in Singapore, according to a statement by the Ministry of Finance and corporate Affairs.

The Union Ministry of Finance, Development Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs, Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) had published a list of these projects.

Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) have reported around two-fold increase in the purchase of equity shares in the Indian stock markets.

The rupee, after notching an overall double-digit gain in the domestic trading, is now selling at 83.49 in the interbank foreign exchange market.

The indices across the board ended with gains. Intra-day, it rallied to a high of 83.41 and fell to a low of 83.49.

13 IPEF members ink clean, fair economy agreements, India to sign after domestic approval

PTI | NEW DELHI

All 13 participating countries have signed the fair economy agreements.

The 14-member IPEF (Indo-Pacific Economic Framework) was launched in March 2023 during the US President’s visit to India.

Gold prices: Rs 56,500; silver rallies Rs 1,400
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The rupee, after notching an overall double-digit gain in the domestic trading, is now selling at 83.49 in the interbank foreign exchange market.

The indices across the board ended with gains. Intra-day, it rallied to a high of 83.41 and fell to a low of 83.49.

13 IPEF members ink clean, fair economy agreements, India to sign after domestic approval

PTI | NEW DELHI

All 13 participating countries have signed the fair economy agreements.

The 14-member IPEF (Indo-Pacific Economic Framework) was launched in March 2023 during the US President’s visit to India.

Gold prices: Rs 56,500; silver rallies Rs 1,400

Global and commodities exchange market Thursday

The rupee depreciated 5 paise to 83.49 against the US dollar in the interbank foreign exchange market on Thursday on the back of strong demand for dollar to purchase crude oil prices.

The rupee closed at 83.44 against the US dollar on Wednesday.

The indices across the board ended with gains. Intra-day, it rallied to a high of 83.41 and fell to a low of 83.49.
Man City: How Premier League rule change could alter the face of English football

Zverev reaches fourth consecutive French Open semifinal as tri-sets process

Sarabjot shoots gold at Munich World Cup

Chhetri dedication, ability to evolve set him apart: Nabi

PSG banking on move’s new-look team to Real Madrid

Andreaa reaches French Open semifinals at age 17

Tall order for Praggnanandhaa as he takes on Caruana in penultimate round
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India need to learn art of hitting peak at right time: Ponting

**NEW DELHI**

It all revolves around the two T20 World Cup games where India has taken on England at the Kennington Oval on what has been described as a batting paradise.

While Indian pacers literally tore through the English batting line-up, Overseas would have been a challenge in the shortest format.

"When you talk about hitting peak at the right time, it is a very important skill in the shortest format, more so than any other sport," said Ponting.

"It is actually a very fresh skill. There is a great deal of it. But along with that it's about striking the ball at the right time. What is the right time to play for India?"

"You need to do the best you can and make sure you are hitting the ball beautifully," said Ponting.

"And I think they could be one of the really dangerous things that they might do in this World Cup. But also be very surprised if the short format doesn't come to show the country in a different way," he added.

India are coming into the T20 World Cup on the back of a 3-0 series win against the United States in a three-match T20I series. They have been playing well with the bat and ball, and are looking to continue their good form in the shortest format.

"You’ve got to try and keep a close eye on yourself and focus on the task at hand rather than thinking too far ahead or worrying about any sort of external pressures," Ponting said.

"There’s no doubting the talent (in India) exposed, but there’s nothing like sustained excellence in the short format. We’ve got to get the bowling right, get the fielding and bowling unit in place and make sure the batting is strong enough."

"If you look at the strike rates of the Indian batsmen, they’ll probably match up pretty well to any other country’s batsmen. If you look at how they are hitting the ball and coming off of a pretty good IPL well then you’ve got Parthiv very high in the middle order, and South Africa will have hybrids, Kallis and Daniel Smith."

"I think they’ve got the right balance going forward. Parthiv will look to get in and play through the line of sight. Parthiv will look to get in and play through the line of sight, and he’s going to look for an encore."

India will come up against South Africa in a last-four game in the World Cup on November 11. The game is a must-win for both teams, and the loser will have to battle for a place in the semi-finals. Ponting said the game will be a battle of two great teams.

"It’s going to be a great game. It’s going to be a great battle. It’s going to be a great game for the fans and the players. I think it’s going to be a great game for the fans and the players."

India will be looking to continue their good form in the shortest format, while South Africa will be looking to stop their winless run in the World Cup. Ponting said both teams will be looking to give their best, and the game will be a great one for the fans. Ponting said the game will be a great one for the fans.